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EDITOR'S MESSAGE:

Last month I maun the comment that it was time Northern Hemisphere
viewers were treated to a spectacular comet. Although Comet Bennet is not the
most spectacular comet to wander our way, it is most certainly very impressive.
When I first viewed this latest comet a few weeks ago, the tail was plainly
visible to the naked eye in spite of the presence of the moon and numerous
street lights. In binoculars it was certainly a beautiful sight — in fact,
the best comet I have seen since \rende-Roland. The comet has since faded
considerably but it may still be s^en as it makes its way through Cassiopia.

The Hasselblad slide show of Apollo photographs was shown at the
university on the 27 of April. It was certainly very impressive and I hope many
members were able to see it. I would like to thank McBain Cameras for supplying
free tickets to the public and Braun Electric for bringing the show to Edmonton.

This being the month of our National Assembly, Iwould like to wish all
participating members great success. Iwould also like to congratulate the
Apollo 13 astronauts and their ground crew for a successful conclusion to a
perilous journey.

David Roles

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

I am sure everyone enjoyed Mr. Brad Harris and his talk on Galaxies
and Cosmology at last months meeting and we thank the exchange group from Calgary
for a very pleasant evening.

It was too bad that Mike Bandmann was unable to accompany Mr. Harris,
Mr. Howell and President Dr. Fry as our gates are always open to our Southern
cowboys, it being understood that it is useless to lock them as their horses can
jump higher than any we have seen.

I would Like to thank Dr. Fry and his wife for the hospitality shown
Dr. Hube, Mr. Haeckel and myself on our trip to Calgary with Dr. Hube where he
was the guest speaker on April 21. r

The reception we received as we hit the city limits of Calgary was
quite a shock what with leaving balmy Edmonton and having.a beautiful trip to
Calgary and to be greeted with a raging blizzard like something of mid-winter.
But all in all I must say that we had a very enjoyable visit with our Calgary
friends.

One of the greatest sights of our years of observing for those of
us who do not sleep all night had to be comet Bennett. What a beautiful sight
and I expect to see a great number of pictures of this comet entered in our
contest as well as displayed at the General Assembly.
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3d3 ton Hopefully ell Centres !.9ve their displays all wrapped up as this
message greets them and that they are ready to ship or bring to the General
Assembly.. •

Be sure and watch tor next months issue to hear about all the fun
that was had by all attending the Klondike General Assembly May 15-18 in Edmonton.

• <

Argus D. Smith

A Word From The Secretary

The time for the General Assembly is new approaching very fast and
fr6m a11 indications it's going to be a good one. The response to our invitation
has been ^ery satisfying. At last report there were 117 persons who have indicated
-that they plan to attend and another 106 raid that they might possibly come.
This could bring the number of dele^a' * up to about 200 or over. It is indeed
very gratifying to see the response-fr^s the Edmonton Centre being so good.
About 75% of the membership plan to take part in the activities. This!shows
that, although we are not one. of the large centres, all our members are••-••;
interested and concerned. So when you go to attend the events at the Assembly
please always keep in mind that you are part of the hoct Centre, and in many
small ways we'll all be able to help out and therefore making the stay for our
guests that much morr;plea^::i. And you'll also take some of the burden off
those who worked so hard arc have given so much of their time during the last
few months In planning'the'Assembly« •"'

: As Mr. Loehde had indicates1 in his invitation there will be slight touch
of Klondike added.' So It'would be nice if you cbuld wear some kind of a Klondike
costume for the opening banquet. This will strictly be a social affair with very
little formality and it could ,rell last until after midnight, depending how every
body enjoys it. Refreshments will ba served after the meal. There is absolutely
no better way to get acquainted with others and make new friends as at an informal
evening such as we arc trying to make this opening dinner. Iwould especially
like to ask our junior members to be en the lookout for young guest delegates.
Please take then in and make them part of your own crowd and you'll make them
feel so much more at home. Nothing hurts a young person more than beinp left
out. We all have a common interest and it should not be too hard to talk about
it.; "•„"'..-, • '•" '.'.• •••.

Any other question in regards to the General Assrablv should be -'v
brought up at the May meeting.

' President fj, Lth, -Dr. mibe and muself had the honor to attend the ;
Calgary meeting on April 21. Besides being royally treated by President Dr. and
Mrs. Fry at th;:.r home, we were very happy to meet many of the Calgary members
and chat with them. Dr. Hube was our exchange speaker and his talk on Radar in
Astronomy was very well received there.

Dr. Fry brought up the possibility of having a jointr picnic of our two
centres in the month of June. It could ba held somewhere between the two cities
in the vicinity of Tied Seer. I was given the impression that the idea was well
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looked upon and since our own centre has had successful picnics for the last
two years it would indeed be very nice if a combined affair could be arranged.
It would give us all a chance again to get to know our own members better as
well as meeting those from the Calgary Centre ... They're not really a bad
bunch ... The matter should be talked about at the next meeting and we should
come,to a definite conclusion.

We were finally able to locate one of,our out of town members,
Mr. Albert Vogel of Compeers, Alberta. Our apologies go to Mr. Vogel for mis
placing his address. We certainly hope that he will enjoy being amember of
the RASC as well as we enjoy having him with us. Perhaps he can arrange to
come to the Reed Deer Picnic in June.

See you all at the May lith meeting. o.;

T

Ralph Haeckel, Secretary

ASTRONOMICAL GOSSIP #2

Did you

'

okHr.iy

know that !

ftWdimmed star is Wolf 359'?
The Palomar 200' telescope is 270,000 times more powerful, than
your eye ? si

- A certain religious group believes that the 'Orion Nebulae
(M-42) is the gate to Heaven" ?

- The brightest star in Pleiades is Pleione ? (
- Many paintings in caves all over the world resemble to-day s

Astronauts ? _
- Alpha Herculis (Ras-Algethi) is a beautiful double (red and green)
-- The largest sun-dial is in Jaipur ? (100 feet high and 100 feet

long) , „
- If you use a sun-dial you have "apparent solar time ?
- The long-period variables, are amongst the largest of known stars
_•__ a typical "Nova' increases its brightness by up to 80,000 times ?

M. Dostal

-

THE ROTATION OF VENUS

Among the earliest results of radar astronomy were the determinations
of the periods of rotation of the inner planets. Results in both cases were
rather remarkable, though not entirely unexpected: Mercury rotates in two-
thirds the time required to complete one circuit of its orbit; the rotation of
Venus is very slow and retrograde.

Determinations of the rotation period of Venus, published between 1964
and 1967, lie in the range of 250 to 242 days, the best result prior to 1968
243.€9 + 0.18 days retrograde. The remarkable thing about this figure is that,
within the formal uncertainty, it is equal to the "synodic resonance period" of
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243.16 days. If Venus did have this synodic resonance period, it would rotate
backwards relative to the Earth four times between successive inferior con
junctions and present the same face to Earth at each such conjunction. This
situation could only arise (assuming it was not due to chance) if there was an
unexplained tidal coupling between Earth and Venus.'

• In the February 1970 issue of The Astronomical Journal R.L. Carpenter
of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory presents his most recent determination of
Venus' rotation based on radar observations of prominent surface features made
between 1962 and 1967. His result is 242.982 + 0.04 days which implies, again
within the formal uncertainty, that Venus is not in synodic resonance with Earth.
Hence, at each successive conjunction we "see" a slightly different hemisphere
of Venus from the one "seea" at the previous conjunction.

Dr. Carpenter points out in the conclusion to his paper that the formal
error of his result does not include the possibility of systematic errors in his
analysis. Therefore, the possibility that Venus is in synodic resonance with
Earth still exists, and an adequate explanation of such a peculiar situation
remains to be found.

D. Hube -:, .,-u.
" • . "*• .

THE CONTINUING CONTROVERSY OVER QUASARS

Since the discovery of Quasars (= quasi-stellar radio sources) in
1963 by Maarten Schmidt, two general theories have been proposed to account for
them: the "cosmological" and the "local" theory. It Is generally agreed that
the large redshifts measured in the spectra of these objects are Doppler-shifts
resulting from large velocities of recession relative to the Sun. The cosmological
theory says that these large velocities are a reflection of the general expansion
of the Universe. That is, the Quasars are located at distances of several billion
light years'. This is the most widely accepted picture at present.

According to the local theory, the large velocities may be a result of
violent ejection either from the centre of our Galaxy or from other relatively
nearby galaxies. One of the chief proponents of this theory is Halton C. Arp,
an astronomer at the Hale Observatories (formerly the Mount Wilson and Palomar
Observatories). In the February 1970 issue of The Astronomical Journal, Dr. Arp
has analyzed all Quasars with known redshift as a function of their apparent
magnitude. The number of Quasars studied by Dr. Arp is quite small but, although
the statistical analysis of such meagre data is often quite difficult and un
reliable, Arp's results, are of sufficient interest that it seems worthwhile to
summarize them herev.:;j;,,,, '''•••'• . ,, ' ; '•'"' -:j

Independent of apparent magnitude, Arp finds that Quasars show a
tendency to form pairs and to ha associated with galaxies. The brightest Quasars
tend to lie in the same hemisphere as does M3T, and furthermore, equal-redshift
pairs can be identified in which the two components lie more-or-less equidistant
on opposite sides of M31. Arp identifies one pair as possibly being associated
with our own Galaxy I When fainter Quasars are considered they also appear to
form pairs - the two components being separated by about 10* in the sky -
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associated with galaxies such as MSI, NGC 1068 and NGC 520. The latter is
of particular interest since it is nown to be an exploding galaxy and four
Quasars are found to lie along a previously determined ejection line directed
away from the centre of the galaxy.

Whether one adopts the cosmological or the local theory of Quasars,
their true nature remains a mystery. Arp's work illustrates that the
controversy continues over even the most basic aspects of the Quasars.

,7«v.;t

D. Hube

THE ORBIT OF COMET BENNETT (1969)
•fe:

Using observations from December 30, 1969 to April 10, 1970,
Brian Marsden (Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory) has computed the following
orbital parameters for this comets

* •

inclination to plane of the ecliptic, i - 90°.045

eccentricity, e - 0.9962715

periastrpn (nearest approach to Sun), q • 0.5376 a.u.

time of periastron passage, T - 1970 March 20.04586 ET

Using these data, the undersigned has calculated the following
figures:

Average distance fron Sun, a = 144 astronomical units

= 13.4 billion miles

Period, P = 1720 years

D. Hube

OBSERVERS REPORT

Mercury

Venus -

Mars -

too close to the sun to be seen

may - 3.4 is prominent in the west at sunset and
sets about 2 hours later.

low in the west at sunset and sets 2-1/2 hours later.
Can be seen near Venus on the evening of the 9th (.2° away)



Jupiter - mag - 2.0 is up in the east at sunset and sets
before sunrise.

Saturn - too close to the sun.

6.

Transit of Mercury - morning of May 9. It will be difficult to
observe the end and the egress of Mercury. Sunrise is 4:43 a.m., and Interior
Egress is at 5:10:00 MST; Exterior Egress is at 5:13:00 MST. This means the
sun will only be about 6-1/2°'above.the horizon. The position angle of egress
is 237°.

Occultation of Regulus on May 13. Ingress is at 16:21:12 and Egress
at 17:35:42. This is a challenge as it is a daylight occultation.

Eta Aquarid Meteor Shower on the morning of May 5. There is an
average hourly rate of 20.

Comet Bennett - The comet Is fading rapidly as it moves north ?r
through Cassiopia. The following approximate positions were taken from the
Sky and Telescope, along with the approximate magnitude. As the calculations
were made in early March, they will probably be slightly in error. ,

RA DEC

Date Hrs. Min. Deg. Min Mag. • ', • • :'

May 4 00 46.4 61 08 6.2
May 9 01 08.9 62 58 6.7
May 14 01 30.2 64 25 7.1
May 19 01 50.3 65 35 7.6
May 24 02 09.2 66 33 7.9
May 29 02

*

26.9 67 23 8.2

Paul Deans
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